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AGENCY

Practitioners, governments, and other stakeholders agree that adolescent girls’ agency is important for affecting change in their own lives and in their communities. But there is little consensus on how to define it,¹ and limited evidence on how to measure and achieve it. Agency measures tend to be one-dimensional (e.g. focusing on one measure such as freedom of movement). Evidence is lacking on how agency relates to girls’ education, sexual and reproductive health, and other long-term goals. The examples shared below are notable exceptions to defining and measuring girls’ agency and understanding its relationship with reproductive health outcomes.

Collectively Defining Agency with Community-Driven Organizations

In 2018, the AMPLIFY Girls Network—which works with community-driven organizations representing health, education, economic empowerment, and other sectors to improve the lives of adolescent girls—led a process to define what success looks like for girls in their communities. Consensus emerged among network members that success for girls is characterized by the ability to affect change in their own lives and world, otherwise known as agency.

AMPLIFY Girls partners in East Africa used a participatory approach to construct a quantitative measure of agency that is defined by, and for, the organizations it will serve. Through surveys and focus group discussions, AMPLIFY Girls members identified a list of 10 skills and 4 beliefs (Sidle & Oulo, 2023) that they felt were most important for girls’ agency in their communities and that were explicitly taught by their programs. The emerging measures of agency—self-beliefs (internally facing), environmental beliefs (externally-facing), self-governance skills (internally-facing), and leadership skills (externally-facing)—are shown in Figure 1. These measures are currently being tested in five countries in East and South Africa for the extent to which they accurately measure what they intend to measure.

Multi-Dimensional Measure of Agency & Its Relationship to Reproductive Health Outcomes

A study by McCarthy et. al. (2022) of the Adolescent Girls’ Empowerment Program (AGEP) in rural and urban Zambia—an asset-building program for adolescent girls aged 10-19 that assessed how access to social, ¹

1 Because the evidence on girls’ agency is still evolving, defining it means considering related terms like girls’ empowerment—which Temin et. al. (2018) define as voice, choice, and control—or looking to related frameworks on women’s agency, such as the one by Donald et. al. (2017) that contains three dimensions of agency: goal setting, perceived control and ability (“sense of agency”), and acting on goals.
health and economic assets would reduce vulnerabilities that lead to unwanted/mistimed pregnancy, as well as other negative life experiences – is another notable exception to the challenges of measuring agency, defining girls’ agency status, and relating agency status to reproductive health outcomes, as shown below.

Agency profile status among adolescent girls

**Low-moderate agency**: low self-efficacy, relatively gender inequitable views, and lowest perceived influence on the direction their life was taking

**Self-assured gender conformers**: high self-efficacy and relatively gender inequitable views

**High agency**: high self-efficacy and gender-equitable views

**Gender conscious, low belief in abilities** (younger girls)

**Self-assured selective gender conscious** (older girls)

---

Agency profile findings and relationship to RH outcomes*

- **Agency status is dynamic throughout adolescence**
  - Younger girls likely to transition to the highest agency status over time
  - High agency membership declined among older girls
- Early life resources were associated with augmented agency while exposure to negative events, particularly early marriage, was associated with detraction from high agency status.
- Girls who expressed high self-efficacy but gender-conforming values were most at risk of early marriage and unwanted/mistimed pregnancy while high agency girls were at comparatively low risk.

*Unwanted/mistimed pregnancy and birth

---

**Maximizing the Impact of Programs on Girls’ Agency**

Effective programs to improve girls’ agency are likely to be holistic in nature, addressing multiple dimensions of their well-being, and operating in different social settings such as schools, communities, and families. A recent study (Sidle et. al., 2022) from AMPLIFY Girls using their agency measure produced some important programmatic recommendations to maximize the impact on girls’ agency:

- Target the most vulnerable, or those who are likely to have the lowest agency
- Engage in regular, sustained, and medium-touch program delivery with focused content
- Consider program durations longer than three months. (The analysis indicated that every additional month of programming after three months yielded increases in agency gains)
- Conduct more research that evaluates the effect of programs on girls’ beliefs about gender and gender norms, as this appears to be the slowest changing dimension of agency.
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